Avoid!

- The Titans came together through football.
- Remember the Titans is about ____.

Try this instead.

1. Music created unity by erasing lines.
2. Change cannot come without true sacrifice
3. Our change doesn’t represent their change.
4. Beacons of hope guided their way.
5. Forced change creates resistance in others.

Modify instructions from page 116 in your composition book.

Complete a brainstorm.

Grading of Project:
- Effort/Final Appearance
  - Vivid Language
  - Appropriate
  - Font, Color, Picture
  - Depth of Thought

avoid: is, am, are, was, were, said, thing, stuff

CREATE 10 - TAKE YOUR BEST ONE TO A PROJECT.

The best words in the best order
BEACONS OF HOPE GUIDED THEIR WAY.